Fight evil tiki bosses while
having ball-blasting fun!

Introducing another PopCap® casual game favorite,
now available as a slot machine offering
innovative features.

ZUMA® FEATURES:
• Innovative and industry-first moving ball track – an element
taken directly from the casual game
• Three-level guaranteed-to-hit pots
• Feature-packed base game with random wilds and multipliers
• Four unique bonuses combining Boss Battles, Free Spins,
Pick-A-Prize and actual physical skill

MAIN GAME

BALL TRACK - The moving Ball Track is a win-triggering element that
increments the progressive Mojo Pot meters or triggers five unique power
frogs that award random wilds.
JUMPING FROG FEATURE - The Jumping Frog awards frequent random
wilds by jumping to up to five random reel spots to turn them wild.
GHOST BOSS MULTIPLIER - The Ghost Boss appears onscreen right
before any line wins are awarded and throws out a gold coin to reveal
various multipliers.

BONUS GAMES - Zuma oﬀers four entertaining bonuses, three with two-tiered Boss Battles and
an optional Skill-Based feature.

TREASURE CHEST BONUS
The Treasure Chest Bonus
is an auto-pick credit
presentation triggered by
three scattered Treasure
Chest symbols.

KAHTIKI KHAN BOSS
BATTLE BONUS
In the Kahtiki Khan Bonus
players choose either the
“Skill Challenge” to time their
ball shots to battle the boss
or the “Pick-A-Prize” option
for an instant credit win.

BARON DIGO BOSS
BATTLE BONUS
Players are awarded five
Free Spins and during each
spin, the Boss throws skulls.
Players pick a skull for full
reel wilds plus additional free
spins or a blocker.

MAGA MAGA BOSS BATTLE BONUS
Players are awarded 10 Free Spins and during each spin, the Boss throws
a minion blocker, while the frog jumps to a wild. If the wild contributes
to a win, the minion breaks and the boss is hurt. If the boss is defeated
early, bigger wins are awarded.

G A M E VA R I AT I O N S
Lines

Bet per
line

Max.
Bet

Hitrate
(Max lines)

Max Win
(base game)

30

5

200

3.26 - 3.29

1,600,000

30

10

400

3.26 - 3.29

3,200,000

40 credits minimum bet

Payout % range between 86% - 96%.*
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